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>>> Klick Hier <<<
Best way to play Casino in Baccarat? You're browsing the GameFAQs Message Boards as a guest.
Sign Up for free (or Log In if you already have an account) to be able to post messages, change how

messages are displayed, and view media in posts. This topic contains spoilers - you can click, tap, or
highlight to reveal them. Boards Dragon Quest VIII: Journey of the Cursed King Best way to play Casino
in Baccarat? AshAcrimonious 5 years ago #1. So I am just before fighting Rhapthorne and thought I'd
take a break to do some other stuff. Trying out the casino and was wondering what's the best way to

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch


play? Which game/strategy? I read about this roulette thing but I don't think I'm understanding it right. 20th
Anniversary Best. Game. Ever. Contest 208/448 points. behindtheword 5 years ago #2. Easy way? Play
slots to 32k minimum, then Roulette (or try your hand at Bingo until you hit 32k). The best slot machines if
you're really poor (under 5k tokens): 4th slot from the left side has the best odds in Baccarat. Hit 5k, then
hit up the 10-token to 10~15k (all of them have the same odds), then the 100-token slots. Be sure to save
between major winnings, and before you attempt an upgrade on the slots. Now for Roulette. Save in front

of the tablet before each and every game. This way, if you lose, or you gain by default (a number you
didn't pick, but it shares extra bet spots with the numbers you DID bet on, so you won tokens), you can

reset. Think of the Roulette Tablet split into three sections. - Numbers 1~9 (it's not a bad idea to include
0 in this, since if you bet on all potential betting spots for 1~9, 0 is just an extra 500 token bet). - Numbers
10~18 - Numbers 19~27. You want to bet on all numbers, and all corresponding bets to those numbers.
This way you fill up 1/3rd of the board, spend 25.5k~28k (25.5k is the left, 28k for the center and I think

it's 27k for the right?). So there's always a 1/3rd chance you'll win each time. Any direct win will net you a
bonus from 48k tokens (#0) to 72k tokens (all numbers in the center row). A direct win is if the number

you directly bet on in any of the 3 sections you picked, is what the ball lands upon. If you use the "R"
button over a single number, it will place all corresponding bets related to that number, and will make

betting go much faster, just make sure to set each bet to 500's per. So you can quickly fill in the part of
the board you chose to use. Here's a video of someone doing it the old fashioned, and longer method,

on the PS2 (no special R function to fill everything up): Only the "R" function will also fill in the Even/Odds
and the two colours. Does that make more sense? Life can be unexpected. Embrace and prepare for

anything. Current: DQB1 , DQ11 , DQ7, LaL Searchable Declass: https://projectapario.com/
the_master_samurai 5 years ago #3. I just bet on all spots 1-9. It a much smaller 15k bet. I don't bother
on the lone of 1-3 and zero or the line of 7-9 and 10-12. Saves me 10k a run and won me tokens way

faster due to smaller investment. Lord_Vermithrax 5 years ago #4. AshAcrimonious posted. So I am just
before fighting Rhapthorne and thought I'd take a break to do some other stuff. Trying out the casino and
was wondering what's the best way to play? Which game/strategy? I read about this roulette thing but I

don't think I'm understanding it right. If I didn't do it myself, I'd find it hard to believe anyone could make a
fortune playing bingo in the 3DS version. In the PS2 version, I only played the red slot machine, but it

didn't hit as often for me in the 3DS. Anyway, I set my 3DS up here on my desk and began playing the
bingo game in front of the exchange counter on the left as you enter the Baccarat Casino while I was
building a few spreadsheets on my PC. I spent four hours amassing over 600,000 casino tokens the
same way I did on the slot machine in the PS2. I always bet the maximum and save after a big hit if it

increases my starting balance. Your story just walked by the window, sir. (message deleted)
behindtheword 5 years ago #6. the master samurai posted. I just bet on all spots 1-9. It a much smaller
15k bet. I don't bother on the lone of 1-3 and zero or the line of 7-9 and 10-12. Saves me 10k a run and
won me tokens way faster due to smaller investment. If you use the "R" function, you cut down on about
1~2 minutes spent placing bets, and you win more overall, much more. Plus adding in the 0 in the 1~9,
using the R function takes up an additional 1/2 second, as it's only one extra 500 token bet. Seriously,

you're doing this wrong in this version, and this is very bad advice as a result. Timing difference: R
function, filling in 1~9 and 0, takes between 6 and 10 seconds depending on how quickly you can up the

base bet, then move the cursor and select each number with the R function. Takes between 5 ~ 9
seconds to fill in the just the numbers and adjacent bets (the square around each number) by selecting

only the corners of each number, and you win a lot less, plus are more likely to f-up. Takes about 1.2~1.5
minutes to fill in either just the 1~9, and about 1.5~2.5 minutes to fill in the 1~9 + 0 + all corresponding
using the original method of placing all bets individually. This is only faster if you bet the "long-way" by

placing each individual bet, as in the original. Even then, let's assume you were playing the original, it's
only faster in seeming, not in reality due to overall lower earnings. The faster way in the original is as the

video shows, and to ignore the odds/evens and colours, and the arrows on the right side. Never the
column arrow, for whatever your column is. 
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